Biocompatibility analysis of Bioglass® 45S5 and Biosilicate® cone in rabbit eviscerated cavity
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Abstract

Objective: To evaluate bioglass, bioglassceramic biocompatibility in rabbit's eviscerated cavities. Methods: Forty-five rabbits were submitted to right eye evisceration, followed by the inclusion of bioglass and bioglassceramic I e II prosthesis in the escleral cavity. The animals were sacrificed at seven, 90 and 180 days after surgery. The animals had daily clinical exam; biochemical exam, histological analysis and morphometric evaluation. Results: The animals stayed healthy during the experiment, with good cone integration to the host tissue. None cone extrusion were observed. Histologically, it was observed pseudocapsule formation around the cones and the inflammatory reaction was higher at M1, getting progressively lower while getting at M3, being the lowest in rabbits which received bioglass cones (GA) than at any other groups. Conclusion: Bioglass and bioglassceramic I e II cones can be useful to repair anophthalmic cavity. Keywords: Rabbits; Anophthalmic cavity; Biocompatible materials; Implants, experimental

Resumo

Objetivo: Avaliar experimentalmente a biocompatibilidade de cones de biovidro e biovitrocerâmico em cavidades evisceradas de coelhos. Métodos: Foram utilizados 45 coelhos albíno submetidos à cirurgia de evisceração do olho direito, seguida da inclusão de cones de biovidro e dois tipos de biovitrocerâmicos (chamados de FI e FII) na cavidade escleral. Os animais foram sacrificados em três momentos (7, 90 e 180 dias). Os parâmetros avaliados foram: peso, exame clínico diário, exames bioquímicos, avaliação histológica, exame morfométrico. Resultados: Os animais mantiveram-se saudáveis durante o experimento, não tendo ocorrido extrusão do implante em nenhum animal. O exame morfológico mostrou que houve a formação de pseudocápsula ao redor dos cones, com superioridade dos cones de biovidro e biovitrocerâmico FI, os quais apresentaram menor reação inflamatória e menor formação da pseudocápsula ao redor dos cones que os demais. A reação inflamatória foi mais intensa após 7 dias da colocação dos cones, diminuindo em direção aos 180 dias, sendo menos intensa nos coelhos que receberam cones de biovidro. Conclusão: Os cones de biovidro e biovitrocerâmico FI e FII podem ser úteis para a reparação da cavidade anoftálmica, com melhor resposta quando se usa cones de biovidro e de biovitrocerâmico FI. Descritores: Coelhos; Cavidade anoftálmica; Materiais biocompatíveis; Implantes experimentais
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INTRODUCTION

Repairing the loss of volume that occurs after enucleation and evisceration is necessary to preserve the appearance of patients with anophthalmic sockets. (1-2) This is done through implants in the orbital cavity, with subsequent adaptation of external prostheses. (3)

The first implants were done in 1885 with glass spheres used to repair eviscerations and then enucleations. (4) Glass was the primary material used until the 1940s, (5) when new materials were introduced such as polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) and silicone, also called non-integrated implants.

At that time a different type of sphere was developed, made of a metallic material resembling a “sieve” whose anterior part was exposed, allowing integration with the host, as the host tissue could grow in its interior. (6) In the 1980s this concept re-emerged with the use of integrated spheres initially made of natural hydroxyapatite and then of synthetic hydroxyapatites and porous polyethylene. (6-7)

The risk of complications related to the material and the surgical technique, such as extrusion, wound dehiscence, mechanical trauma, and severe inflammation led to the study of new materials (8-10). It can be safely said that no ideal material has yet been found for repairing the anophthalmic socket.

Bioglass was discovered in 1969, but it was only approved for use and registered as Bioglass™ in 1985, with the development of the third generation of this biomaterial, which then started to be used in many areas of medicine. (11-14) Thermal treatment can lead to the crystallisation of a special type of glass based on 45S5 bioglass, thus forming the bioglass-ceramic composite Biosilicato™ (15), which has been showing good results in animals and humans and has been used to replace ossicles in the human ear, fill the dental alveoli of dogs, (13-17) and as a polymer matrix and humans and has been used to replace ossicles in the human ear, fill the dental alveoli of dogs, (13-17) and as a polymer matrix

The aim of this study was to use an animal model to verify whether 45S5 bioglass cones — bioglass-ceramic (Biosilicato™) with a crystalline phase called FI, and bioglass-ceramic with two crystalline phases called FII — can be used to repair anophthalmic sockets.

METHODS

This study followed the ethical principles for animal experimentation adopted by the Research Ethics Committee of the Botucatu Medical School, UNESP, São Paulo, Brazil.

This was a blind, experimental, randomised phase II study that used 45 male Norfolk (albino) Oryctolagus cuniculus rabbits aged between three and six months. The groups differed by the type of biomaterial: 45S5 bioglass cones, Biosilicato™ FI cones, and Biosilicato™ FII cones. The researcher was unaware of the type of cone used in each rabbit until the end of the study, when the groups were revealed.

Fabrication of the cones used in the study: Cones with an anterior diameter of 10 mm, a posterior diameter of 3 mm and a length of 12 mm were made from a high-precision graphite mould in the Laboratory of Vitreous Materials (LAMAV) of the Federal University of São Carlos, SP. The cones were made of 45S5 bioglass as developed by Hench (8-9) and Biosilicato™ FI and FII produced from the same chemical composition based on Na, Ca, Si, P, O, — the only difference between the latter two was the thermal treatment to induce crystallisation. For Biosilicato™ FI cones the thermal treatment produced only the crystalline phase 1Na,2CaO,3SiO2 while 2P2O5 remained as a solid solution. For Biosilicato™ FII cones, the thermal treatment cycle went beyond the 1Na,2CaO,3SiO2 phase, allowing phosphorus ions to form a crystalline phase with calcium and yielding calcium phosphate, i.e. apatite (Figure 1). All cones were individually sterilised with ethylene oxide before use.

Experimental time points: The study was divided into a baseline and three observation time points called M0 (baseline), which included biochemical tests and surgery; M1, in which 15 animals were sacrificed 7 days after M0; M2, in which 15 animals were sacrificed 90 days after M0; and M3, in which 21 animals were sacrificed 180 days after M0. That is, five animals from each group were sacrificed at each experimental time point.

Study variables: Daily medical evaluation; assessment of potential systemic toxicity through biochemical tests to evaluate the hepatic function (ALT, AST, LDH, ALP), heart function (CPK), and renal function (urea, creatinine); morphological examination, with histological (haematoxylin and eosin [HE] at M1, M2, and M3) and morphometric evaluation of the pseudocapsule and the inflammatory reaction standardised at four positions — anterior, posterior, 3 o’clock, and 9 o’clock (using HE slides) —, and the amount of collagen in the pseudocapsule (using slides stained with picrosirius red).

Experimental steps: After a period of adaptation to the environment, the animals had a blood sample collected from the auricular vein for biochemical tests and were then anaesthetised with Zoletil™ at a dose of 15mg/kg. The rabbits’ right eyes were eviscerated and the lost volume was replaced with one of the three different types of cones. Once the cones had remained in the orbital cavity for the expected time period, the animals were anaesthetised, had their blood collected again for biochemical tests, and were then immediately sacrificed with an overdose of intramuscular ketamine hydrochloride. The contents of the orbit were then removed and prepared for morphological examination with fixation in 10% formaldehyde, dehydration in an ascending series of alcohols, embedding in paraffin and staining with haematoxylin-eosin and picrosirius red for light microscopy. After fixation, the cones were removed from the scleral cover for preparation of the histological sections, as the biomaterial cannot be sectioned. Analysis was performed on the inner part of the scleral cover, where there was direct contact of the host sclera with the cone.

Statistical analysis: Biochemical and morphometric findings were entered into Excel spreadsheets and analysed statistically.
through Parametric and Non-Parametric Variance, median and maximum and minimum values or the mean and standard deviation, supplemented by Dunn’s and Tukey’s tests, according to the variable under study. A significance level of .05 was used.

**Results**

**Medical examination:** All animals remained well, feeding normally and gaining weight during the study. Daily observation of the orbital cavity showed no conjunctival hyperaemia, dehiscence, or cone extrusion.

**Assessment of systemic toxicity:** The animals showed no signs of systemic toxicity, as evidenced from the results of biochemical tests which remained within the normal range, even though statistically higher levels of ALT, alkaline phosphatase, LDH, and CPK were observed at the early stages of the experiment, compared to M3.

**Morphology:**

1) **Histology:** The same pattern of tissue reaction described below was observed in all three study groups. After seven days (M1), necrotic tissue and the formation of regenerative tissue were observed at the interface between the inner part of the sclera and the outer part of the studied material, including spindle-shaped cells with rounded nuclei consistent with the morphology of young fibroblasts, as well as red blood cells and inflammatory cells (primarily neutrophils) in a meshwork of fibrin and oedema, corresponding to acute inflammation. Small fragments of biomaterial as well as neovascularisation were observed within the tissue reaction. The sclera was swollen, especially in its anterior portion, in sites coinciding with the sclera-scleral suture. At this point it was already possible to observe the formation of a pseudocapsule made of fibroblasts and inflammatory cells arranged in a circular fashion and involving most of the inner portion of the sclera (Figure 2). After 90 days (M2), the number of inflammatory cells had decreased. The pseudocapsule was more dense and was made of fibroblasts containing smaller nuclei than those observed in M1; it was apparently thinner, with fewer red blood cells and less oedema. Neovascularisation with red blood cells was observed. After 180 days (M3) no oedema was observed and the inflammatory reaction was mild. Neovascularisation with red blood cells was observed. Fragments of bioglass or bioglass-ceramic, identified as areas of birefringence, were surrounded by reparative connective tissue without inflammatory reaction (Figure 3).

2) **Morphometry:** Although no statistically significant differences were observed for most comparisons between the bioglass, bioglass-ceramic F1, and bioglass-ceramic FII groups, the thickness of the pseudocapsule tended to be smaller in animals with bioglass and bioglass-ceramic F1 cones in all measuring sites and especially in the anterior area (Table 1). The amount of collagen in the pseudocapsule was also similar in all three experimental groups, both at M1 and M3. Comparing the values within each group at M1 and M3, statistical differences were observed only in the bioglass-ceramic F1 group, where the amount of collagen was higher at M1. With regard to cellularity, comparison between the time points within each group showed a significant reduction in the number of inflammatory cells from M1 to M2 to M3. Inflammation was also more intense for the bioglass-ceramic FII group at M1 compared to the other groups.

**Figure 2.** Histological sections showing tissue repair between the sclera and the cones at M1 (arrow). A) Bioglass. B) Biosilicato™ FI. C) Biosilicato™ FII. All sections show the formation of a pseudocapsule made of fibroblasts, red blood cells and inflammatory cells (HE 40X).

**Figure 3.** Histological sections showing tissue repair between the sclera and the cones at M3 (arrow). A) Bioglass. B) Biomaterial (arrow) surrounded by regenerative tissue C) Biosilicato™ FI. D) Biosilicato™ FII. Note the pseudocapsule made of fibroblasts, the absence of oedema and the mild inflammatory reaction (HE x 40).
The medical examination and the weight of the animals showed that the procedures did not interfere with homeostasis, as the rabbits gained weight during the experiment and developed normally. For biochemical tests, the values at M0 were used as a baseline and were then compared to the values at the time of sacrifice. Most biochemical results were in agreement with those seen in the rabbits gained weight during the experiment and developed normally.

**Discussion**

The morphological analysis showed that tissue repair following cone implantation was of the reparative-cicatrical type, with an influx of fibroblasts, inflammatory cells, and neovascularization. Formation of a pseudocapsule around the cones started with an early reparative process and then evolving into a chronic phase, with reduction of oedema and in the number of inflammatory cells.

**Conclusion**

The findings show that bioglass and bioglass-ceramic FI and FI cones, when implanted in rabbit eviscerated cavities, produce no signs of systemic or local toxicity. Morphological analysis pointed towards the superiority of bioglass and bioglass-ceramic FI cones, which caused a milder inflammatory reaction and less pseudocapsule formation than bioglass-ceramic FI cones. Thus, we conclude that bioglass and bioglass-ceramic FI and FI cones can be useful to repair anophthalmic sockets, with bioglass and bioglass-ceramic FI cones leading to better results.
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